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Richard Bosman, 2009
Blizzard, Ed. 30
Woodcut
24 1/2 x 31 1/2 ”
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About Richard Bosman—

“Often enigmatic and disturbing , these rough, imperfect compositions
and vivid textures give an underlying emotional content to his subjects.”

From the Director

Over the past several months the staff at Tandem Press have been busy working on many new editions
of prints, which will be released this fall. Several of the images have been created by artists whom we
have worked with in the past including Richard Bosman, Suzanne Caporael, Robert Cottingham,
Nicola López and Judy Pfaff. We also welcomed two new artists, Martha Glowacki and Joan
Snyder. Images of their new prints are highlighted in this publication.
Later this year we plan to unveil a new website for Tandem Press, and if you have any suggestions
we would like to hear from you. Please contact Jason Ruhl who is working on redesigning the site
at jjruhl@wisc.edu with your comments. In other Internet initiatives, we now have a Tandem Press
Facebook page where we plan to keep our audience posted on our weekly activities, news on our
visiting artists, and upcoming exhibitions and trips. This fall we will also continue our monthly
electronic newsletter. If you would like to receive these electronic mailings, please sign up at:
info@tandempress.wisc.edu. This will not replace our printed newsletter, but it will keep
you more up to date on our activities.
This November we will travel to the Print Fair in New York City and Ink Miami in early December. Many
of the images in this newsletter will be on view at these shows. For additional information on these
exhibitions please go to the websites: http://www.ifpda.org and http://www.inkartfair.com
or www.tandempress.wisc.edu.
—Paula Panczenko, Director

Richard Bosman—Dark and Deep

HOURS:

ADDRESS:

Richard Bosman has charted an artistic career that has literally taken him and the work
he creates around the world. Born in Madras, India, he was raised in Egypt and Australia
and studied art in London and New York where he has lived since 1969. On the international
scene, his work has been shown in Brussels, London, Madrid, Milan, Munich, Melbourne,
Osaka, Tokyo, and Valencia.
As part of his artistic serendipity, Bosman makes periodic visits to Madison. In 1989 he
was here for the installation of an exhibition of his prints at the Elvehjem Museum of Art,
renamed the Chazen Museum of Art in 2007. On separate occasions he has made three visits
to Tandem Press. This past spring he came to work with the Tandem staff in fashioning the
three color woodcuts pictured in this newsletter: River Rising, Tracks, and Blizzard.
Bosman’s paintings and prints are recognized
for their bold figurative content and neoexpressionistic style. They invariably involve
humans, animals, objects and landscapes that are
juxtaposed to create an imbalance of perception
and action. As curator Andrew Stevens, writing in
the Elvehjem Museum catalog, noted, “Bosman’s
unresolved mysteries seem to constitute a challenge
to the detective in all of us.”
Such is the case with the current Tandem series
of prints. In Tracks the image depicts a series of
footprints in the snow leading into the woods. The
more we study the print the more we realize that
there is something here beyond a bucolic winter
scene. Borrowing a line from Robert Frost, we
realize that “The woods are lovely, dark and deep.”
So are Richard Bosman’s images. (A.H.)
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Conversations with
Joan Snyder and the
artist at work in the
Tandem studio.
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Joan Snyder, 2009
ALTAR, Ed. 40
Digital, etching, lithography,
wood block and chine collé.
33 3/4 x 31 1/2 ”

ALTAR by Joan Snyder

L

SYNDER

New York artist, Joan Snyder came to Tandem Press for the first time last May and created a print
entitled “ALTAR.”
Snyder, a MacArthur award winner is widely recognized as a leading American contemporary
painter and printmaker. She earned her M.F.A. from Douglass College in 1966, and has exhibited
throughout the United States. Her talent was recognized at the outset of her career, and the Feminist
Movement had a profound influence on her life and work. She has participated in numerous solo and
group exhibitions, and her paintings and prints are included in many distinguished museum collections
including The Museum of Modern Art, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
In a recent interview with Phong Bui in The Brooklyn Rail, Mr. Bui identified three themes in Joan
Snyder’s painting: “‘strokes and grids,’ which comes out of her love of post-Impressionist paintings
and minimalism; ‘fields,’ which embodies her unified geography of overall surfaces that yield both to
Abstract Expressionism’s and Neo-Expressionism’s painterly languages; and lastly, her narrative or
personal history as an ongoing thread that runs throughout her work.”
Snyder in response stated that: “She loves landscape and the painterly, but also structure and
repetition which relates to music, and that she seems to need the narrative. What is exciting for her is
putting all those elements together and having them actually work.”
In the print ALTAR she built up a lush, painterly, emotional, expressionistic, and multi-layered
print. The first layer of the image was created on a digital printer. She then utilized etching, lithography,
woodblock printing and chine collé to complete the print. ALTAR is an edition of 40. (P.P.)
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Suzanne Caporael, 2009
The Beowolf Series:
War Shaft Standing, Ed. 24
Lithography
11 3/4 x 8 1/2 ”

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
The Beowolf Series:
Trophy, Ed. 24
Lithography
11 3/4 x 8 1/2 ”

Suzanne Caporael Celebrates the Epic Poem Beowolf
Suzanne Caporael, who has always had a deep love of literature has created a suite of
five new prints celebrating the great epic poem Beowulf.
For her first print involving text, Suzanne Caporael has written and drawn a critical
interpretation of the epic poem, Beowulf. The poem, which describes the adventures of a
Scandinavian warrior prince of the 6th century, was written circa the 10th century and is
read today in multiple iterations and many languages.
After reading the recent translation by the poet Seamus Heaney, Caporael was inspired
to read several more versions of the saga. She arrived at the conclusion that what all these
works (some hundreds of years old) share with the original is the use of uncommonly
beautiful language to tell a story that is essentially tragic.
The beauty of the language, in concert with the length and breadth of the poem
simultaneously contain and hide references to what Caporael believes can be construed
as a cautionary tale.
Because much artful language has been used to glorify victory in the battle for wealth
and power, Caporael chose to isolate passages that warn against pride in superior strength,
and the consequences that follow when that strength is used in the pursuit of glory.
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Using her own text, the artist created
a deliberately spare suite of five vignettes,
which, despite their brevity, elucidate the
fundamental sadness and waste realized in
the pursuit of glory in battle.
With a litho crayon, the artist wrote her
words directly onto the lithography stones.
She then used a brush to add the evocative
visual interpretation that accompanies them.
These highly moving, lyrical and graphic
images are entitled Warshafts Standing,
Trophy, Whale Road, Raptor Calling, and Salt
Tears. Each print is a three-color lithograph
measuring 11 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches (image size
9 x 6 inches). The edition size is 24.

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
The Beowolf Series:
Raptor Calling, Ed. 24
Lithography
11 3/4 x 8 1/2 ”

CAPORAEL

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
The Beowolf Series:
Whale Road, Ed. 24
Lithography
11 3/4 x 8 1/2 ”

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
The Beowolf Series:
Salt Tears, Ed. 24
Lithography
11 3/4 x 8 1/2 ”
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Home Beaches
Part 2 by
Suzanne Caporael

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
Lime Island, Ed. 30
Relief
13 1/2 x 21 3/4 ”

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
Job Island, Ed. 30
Relief
13 1/2 x 21 3/4 ”

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
Ensign, Ed. 30
Relief
13 1/2 x 21 3/4 ”
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Suzanne Caporael, 2009
The Field, Ed. 30
Intaglio
32 x 61”

CAPORAEL

New Etching by Suzanne Caporael

Stratography or Pressure Prints by Suzanne Caporael
During Suzanne Caporael’s recent visit to Tandem Press, Amy Newell, curator and printer
at Tandem Press worked with Suzanne Caporael on what began as a group of monoprints and
evolved into a series of three editioned prints.
While working at the Silver Buckle Press,* Newell learned a technique called Pressure Printing
or Stratography from Director Tracy Honn. Newell felt that Suzanne might enjoy experimenting
with this technique, and introduced it to her. Once she explained the technique, Caporael began
a series of drawings that she felt would be conducive to Stratography or Pressure Printing.
According to Newell, there are probably a number of ways to execute this technique. When
she experimented with pressure printing, she had always done so on a cylinder press, more
specifically a Vandercook letterpress. To begin, a flexible textured plate is created. This plate will
ride behind the printing paper on the cylinder of the press and over an inked up flat or tint block
in the bed of the press.
As Tracy Honn describes, “The pressure from the various textures displaces the ink and
yields a silhouetted, halo-like effect. Images can have a soft-edged, delicate quality not usually

*The Silver Buckle Press is a working
museum of letterpress printing dedicated to
preserving the craft of fine printing through
educational programming, publications,
exhibitions and tours. The Silver Buckle
Press collection of books, wood and metal
type, presses, and printing equipment is
part of the University of Wisconsin–
Madison Libraries.

HOURS:
Monday–Friday,
9 a.m.–5 p.m.,
or by appointment.

ADDRESS:
201 South Dickinson Street,
Madison, WI 53703
Telephone: 608/263–3437
Fax: 608/265–2356
www.tandempress.wisc.edu
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Suzanne Caporael, 2009
Cascade Range, Washington
Stratography
17 3/4 x 22 7/8”

CAPORAEL

associated with relief printing techniques.” By building up multiple layers one can attain a variety
of values. The more a layer is built up, the more pressure it creates against the inked block in the
bed of the press; therefore more ink is removed from the inked block in areas with the greatest
pressure, creating a darker value in those areas.
Once Caporael completed her drawings, digital printer Jason Ruhl and Newell began working
on how to translate the images into flexible relief plates. Ruhl thought this might be a perfect
opportunity to use our new Graphtec digital cutter to cut the different layers of each printing
plate. Ruhl began by creating a vector-based image of each of the drawings. The vector-based
images were then sent to the digital cutter, which cut sheets of mylar to be used in the construction
of the flexible printing plates. Once the plates were constructed, the ink colors were chosen and
mixed and then the printing began. The result is a series of three contemplative, refined images
entitled Cascade Range, Washington; Dumas, Arkansas; and Lubec, Maine. Each print is an edition
of 24.
For more information on Stratography or Pressure Printing visit http://jimescalante.net/
stratography_Grabski.pdf.
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Suzanne Caporael, 2009
Dumas, Arkansas
Stratography
17 3/4 x 22 7/8”

Suzanne Caporael, 2009
Lubec, Maine
Stratography
17 3/4 x 22 7/8”
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GLOWACKI

33
I have seen their signature by day
When the ticker-tape twinkling
of their wings
Interrupts the blue-marina sky.
And I have heard them at night
when only their barking tells me
who they are.

There is no time that is not theirs, no weather
too much for them. They are navigators
of the highest order. At night
they read the stars like tea leaves,
finding their way across the velvet fields.
Some nights they draw their Vs across the moon.
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Martha Glowacki explores the migration of birds in Natural Philosophies
In this five panel digital print called Natural Philosophies, Glowacki explores the migration of birds. The
images portray birds natural navigational tools of flight while the viewer reflects on the poem “Snow Geese”
by Mary Mercier who works for the Gaylord Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. The imagery and text take the viewer through a journey of a starry universe of scientific
and poetic bliss.
Martha Glowacki’s art explores the human understanding of the natural world through two areas of inquiry:
the history of science and scientific illustration. Along with her study of public and private collections of natural
history specimens, Glowacki has also developed her own symbolism of death and rebirth as expressed through
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Who needs highways, subways, oil,
whine of turbines, folded maps
when the river of desire flows in such sweet dependable lines
all the way home?
— Mary Mercier
Martha Glowacki, 2009
Natural Philosophies, Ed. 12
Lithography
29 1/2 x 19 ” (each panel)

images taken from nature. Glowacki says that “the power of scientific illustration and natural history specimens
often resides in the juxtaposition of beauty with physical decay...my intent with these pieces is to use beauty in
the creation of art to better understand and express my own feelings about the transience of life.”
Martha Glowacki is a sculptor and co-director of the James Watrous Gallery at the Wisconsin Academy of
Arts Sciences and Letters. She holds an M.F.A. from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and has shown her
work at the Chazen Museum of Art, the Madison Museum of Contemporary Art, the Milwaukee Art Museum
and the Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design.
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For there is still the birth core of the planetthat magnetic field so wild and remote
that no one yet has managed to divert it.
It follows its own path, scattering auroras
and drawing its curved lines around the globe.
It gives this map to the beaks of birds
whose own bits of iron
are compass enough. Perhaps we all
once felt the planet’s tremolowe traveled then like snow geese in the dark.
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Judy Pfaff continues the Year of the Dog Series

Judy Pfaff, 2009
Year of the Dog #4, varied Ed. 12
Woodblock, collage with hand painting
38 1/2 x 86 1/2 ”
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Judy Pfaff, 2009
Year of the Dog #13, varied Ed. 12
Woodblock, collage with hand painting
39 1/2 x 86 1/2 ”

Judy Pfaff continues her suite of mixed media prints entitled Year of the Dog. This series of prints, are multilayered, hand-painted, woodcuts. Pfaff has always had a fascination with the Far East and this work contains influences
of Chinese and Japanese imagery. The title is taken from the Chinese Year of the Dog, in which she was born and
commenced the series. There are twelve prints in the complete series, each portraying different stages in the cycle of
a year. We will debut the latest piece from this series at the Print Fair.

L

PFAFF

Judy Pfaff, 2009
Year of the Dog #6, Ed. 12
Woodblock, collage with hand painting
39 7/8 x 87 1/8 ”

Judy Pfaff, 2009
Year of the Dog #8, Ed. 20
Woodblock, collage with hand painting
39 7/8 x 87 1/8 ”

L
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LEFT
Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #1,
Ed. 12
Etching, lithography,
woodcut
30 x 30 ” with hand
cut variable edges

RIGHT
Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #2,
Ed. 12
Etching, lithography,
woodcut
30 x 30 ” with hand cut
variable edges

Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #5,
Ed. 12
Etching, lithography,
woodcut
30 x 30 ” with hand
cut variable edges

Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #6,
Ed. 12
Etching, lithography,
woodcut
30 x 30 ” with hand
cut variable edges
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Nicola López preparing a plate.

LEFT
Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #3,
Ed. 12
Etching, lithography,
woodcut
30 x 30 ” with hand cut
variable edges

RIGHT
Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #4,
Ed. 12
Etching, lithography,
woodcut
30 x 30 ” with hand
cut variable edges

Nicola López—Urban Transformations

Nicola López assembling an image.

This article is extracted from a longer article by
Susan Day at the Chazen Museum of Art.

LÓPEZ

Nicola López recently completed six new editions entitled Urban Transformations. The prints continue
her interest in urban decay and transformation. In a very enlightening interview in The Brooklyn Rail,
which coincided with a recent exhibition at the Caren Golden Gallery she described how her new work
has changed.
“The point of view in this recent work has gotten closer and closer and now we’re inside the buildings or
right up next to the toppled structures, as opposed to seeing them from afar.”
This October, the Chazen Museum of Art is exhibiting the twisting, jumbled topography of artist Nicola
López, and these six new prints will be featured in the show. One might be tempted to call López a landscape
artist, but not in any traditional understanding of the words. Urban Transformations are not pastoral
rural scenes but unpredictable urban worlds built with the imagery of debris from our manufactured,
technological world.
López’s artwork ranges from small prints and collages, to larger-than-life installations. Her primary media
are drawing, intaglio, woodcut, and photolithography. She prefers drawing and printmaking because they
reflect both the trace of the artist’s hand and the automation and mass production we rely on to create our
modern world. Her works are complex; she mixes media and often constructs three-dimensional collages
and installations from cut-out and repieced prints. By reconfiguring the urban environment López creates
a wondrously messy and dizzying new place. Her works are exaggerated and many-layered, a cumulative
territory reflecting cycles of building, demolition,
and rebuilding. Her perspective often puts the
viewer in the center of this tangled landscape,
immersed in the refuse of cast-off and reused
objects.
The artist sees her work as a deeply personal
antidote to the on-demand consumerscape; it
represents the “attempt at as an individual to come
up with a system of navigating this overwhelming
landscape instead of simply consuming one.”
The power to transform is critical to the artistic
process, and also to human experience.
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Robert Cottingham, 2009
An American Alphabet: X , Ed. 40
Lithography
30 1/2 x 23 1/2 ”

Robert Cottingham, 2009
An American Alphabet: G , Ed. 40
Lithography
30 1/2 x 20 3/4 ”

Robert Cottingham, 2009
An American Alphabet: I , Ed. 40
Lithography
31 x 22 5/8 ”
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COTTINGHAM
Robert Cottingham
We are very pleasedtoreport that the SpringIssue of
Printmaking Today, a British print magazine featured
Robert Cottingham’s print “An American Alphabet: B”
onthecover.For thosewhoarefollowingtheAmerican
Alphabet Project, wehavesevenmoreletters toprint.
Althoughwe recently publishedthe“Z”,the letters are
beingdoneinorderof difficultyandnotalphabetically.
So, the last letter we undertake will be the “N.” In
that image, Bob plans to create an“N” depicting one
hundred light bulbs, with reflections! Our goal is to
complete this very exciting project within two years.
We will keepyoupostedonour progress.
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Meet the press
PRESS NOTES
Tandem Press produces top-quality prints by nationally recognized artists, and was created to foster research,
collaboration, experimentation, and innovation in the field of printmaking.

STAFF

Available Editions: Gregory Amenoff, Garo Antresian, Alice Aycock, Donald Baechler, Lynda Benglis,
Richard Bosman, Katherine Bradford, John Buck, Suzanne Caporael, Squeak Carnwath, Louisa Chase, Robert
Cottingham, George Cramer, Jim Dine, Benjamin Edwards, Rafael Ferrer, Janet Fish, Sondra Freckleton,
Carmen Lomas Garza, Sam Gilliam, Jane Goldman, Joseph Goldyne, GRONK, Al Held, Cham Hendon, John
Himmelfarb, Tom Judd, Patrick Ireland, Robert Janz, Gary Komarin, Karen Kunc, José Lerma, Thomas Loeser,
Nicola López, David Lynch, Cameron Martin, Santiago Moix, Frances Myers, David Nash, Dennis Nechvatal,
Don Nice, Frank Owen, Ed Paschke, Philip Pearlstein, Judy Pfaff, Marjorie Portnow, Carol Pylant, Sam
Richardson, Judy Rifka, Jane Rosen, Italo Scango, Miriam Schapiro, Elaine Scheer, David Shapiro, Alan Shields,
Harriet Shorr, Joan Snyder, Juane Quick-To-See Smith, Steven Sorman, Art Spiegelman, Robert Stackhouse,
Claire Van Vliet, William Weege, William Wegman, Ruth Weisberg, Robert Yoder.
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For the most current information and latest news, visit our website at

http://www.tandempress.wisc.edu

This Newsletter was made
possible with a grant from the
Brittingham Fund

Upcoming Releases
Nicola López
Richard Bosman
Suzanne Caporael
Joan Snyder

The most recent exhibit at the Dane County Regional Airport, which was organized by Tandem Press is
entitled: TINY: Art From Microscopes at UW-Madison
The imagery in this exhibit is used to communicate scientific ideas. However, it is also a celebration
of discovery, scientific findings and great beauty. All of these images were created by scientists using
modern light microscopes with associated digital imaging systems. Scientists today utilize data
visualization software to communicate their findings to colleagues and to the general public.
For example, in nanoscience and nanotechnology, the scanning probe microscope has taken the place
of the artist, tracing out surfaces too small to see with the naked eye.
The exhibition received national publicity including a feature on the PBS Online NewsHour Website. To
hear the interview and see the images from the exhibition go to: http://www.pbs.org/newshour/
indepth_coverage/entertainment/art/tinyart/index.html?type=flash
The exhibit will remain on view until December 31, 2009. For further information on the participants
in the exhibit please contact info@tandempress.wisc.edu and request an exhibit brochure.

This newsletter is made possible with a grant from the Brittingham Fund

